Motion for the
Modern World

Developing strategic partnerships to deliver channel
tailored ergonomic products to value added
resellers, OEMs, and distributors.

Natural Warmth
Modern Design.

Power-Adjustable Desk Pioneers
Leading Edge Standing Desk and Ergonomic Solutions
Digital Motion is focused on delivering the most innovative
products to the fast growing height adjustable workstation
market. We only deliver unique, highly engineered products
that provide a superior user experience.
Coupled with worldwide support in channel sales, marketing,
and distribution in major verticals including healthcare,
academic, state and federal government, military, large to
small enterprise – and you can count on us to support your
selling success!

 Leading Edge Products
Designed from the ground up to
provide exceptional value through
modularity and future investment
protection, our products feature only
high quality sustainable materials.

 Marketing Support
We leverage the latest in online
marketing strategies that include
social, online and offline campaigns
designed to drive awareness and
generate leads for business partners.

 More Sales
Years of experience in the industry
has revealed deep knowledge
of what customers want in
new ergonomic products. This
understanding has allowed us to
discover and develop innovative
product solutions with a focus on
lasting value.

Deliver a Better Value
Modular Design and Expandable Frame System
Our products were engineered from the ground up to provide extreme value
specifically for channel delivery. Engineers were tasked with cutting out plastic laminate,
and other lower quality materials while maintaining a winning price point. You’ll find
professional-grade workstations crafted using sustainable materials like 100% recycled
wood, rubberwood, and bamboo.
All power-standing desks move up and down, but our products also adjust laterally to
accommodate a wide range of desktop sizes for future investment
protection and redeployability. Simply expand the
frame and interchange a 48”, 60”, 72”, or 90”
desktop surface. Heavy gauge steel wall
tubing means the frame can handle the
weight even at its maximum extension.

Modular Possibilities
Over 600,000 different design combinations!
Our diverse selection of desktop surfaces help
your client create a one of a kind standing desk
that seamlessly integrates into any home or office
environment. It’s the perfect fusion of visual design,
functional engineering and craftsmanship.

A Whole New Level of Sustainable
Featuring recycled and reclaimed materials and
solvent-free finishes
We cut out toxic chemicals like urea formaldehyde, solvents,
and lead based paints as well as volatile organic compounds or
VOCs. All desktops are finished in the United States without the
use of toxic chemicals.
All natural Rubberwood and Bamboo desktops feature
a nsolid sustainable desktop that’s finished with a 100% solid,
ultraviolet light cured finish. The powder-coated desktops are
fully encapsulated in a coating that’s four times more abrasion
resistant than plastic laminate. The 100% solid, ultraviolet cured
finish creates a smudge-resistant coating that brings out the
natural beauty of the bamboo and rubberwood

Grow Sales with a Unique Product
With history in the industry comes experience and
relationships. Our years of dedication to a single industry
have brought us close to all the leading players in the
ergonomic and sit-to-stand product industry. Over time, we
have earned the trust and confidence of the channel.
We choose our products carefully, keeping a close eye on
thought-leaders and product innovators. Our team is well
known for the ability to uncover quality product lines and
place them with the right partners.
With a focus on extreme value products, we have proven the
right products, the right message and the right partners are a
formula for success.

Interested in Knowing More?
Regardless of your focus as a reseller of ergonomic products,
we are experts at customizing strategies that help our partners
achieve new heights of success.

DigitalMotionGroup.com
info@digitalmotiongroup.com

